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Reasons for my interestReasons for my interest
Previous research Previous research 

Limited research about Limited research about 
online instruction in the online instruction in the 
area of ESS/PE.area of ESS/PE.
Effective instructional Effective instructional 
method for other areas method for other areas 
(i.e. business, (i.e. business, 
mathematics)mathematics)

The UNC system The UNC system 
Goal: “everyone” has Goal: “everyone” has 
access to higher access to higher 
education.education.
Distance education is Distance education is 
being promoted, being promoted, 
including online including online 
education.

EverEver--growing number of growing number of 
individuals who do individuals who do 
little/no physical little/no physical 
activity… activity… 

This course is designed This course is designed 
to promote lifetime to promote lifetime 
fitness.fitness.
Offering the course Offering the course 
online has the potential online has the potential 
to impact a larger to impact a larger 
population.population.
Potential to teach more Potential to teach more 
people the benefits of people the benefits of 
physical activity, and physical activity, and 
ultimately get them ultimately get them 
moving.moving.education.
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Lack of Physical ActivityLack of Physical Activity

Approximately 60 % of American Adults are Approximately 60 % of American Adults are 
not physically active enough for health not physically active enough for health 
benefitsbenefits
Approximately 25% do no physical activityApproximately 25% do no physical activity
Approximately 6 million American children are Approximately 6 million American children are 
fat enough to cause health problemsfat enough to cause health problems
Lack of physical activity is one of the major Lack of physical activity is one of the major 
contributors to Cardiovascular Disease and contributors to Cardiovascular Disease and 
DiabetesDiabetes
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THE BIG QUESTIONTHE BIG QUESTION

How can we get people the information How can we get people the information 
they need to understand the they need to understand the 
importance of physical activity and importance of physical activity and 
ultimately get them moving?ultimately get them moving?

……offering a course such as Physical Fitness for offering a course such as Physical Fitness for 
Life is one possible methodLife is one possible method

…offering the course online may potentially allow…offering the course online may potentially allow
the University to impact a larger populationthe University to impact a larger population
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Research PurposeResearch Purpose

A dissertation project to compare instruction A dissertation project to compare instruction 
and instructional outcomes regarding selected and instructional outcomes regarding selected 
units (Nutrition, Fitness Programs, Weight units (Nutrition, Fitness Programs, Weight 
Management) in one UNCG Fitness for Life Management) in one UNCG Fitness for Life 
course, ESS220course, ESS220--06, during the 6 weeks that 06, during the 6 weeks that 
one group of students was taught in the one group of students was taught in the 
traditional classroom versus another group of traditional classroom versus another group of 
students who received the same information students who received the same information 
online (Asynchronous).online (Asynchronous).



Weeks 1-7
Traditional Classroom

(n=33)
TimelineTimeline

Weeks 8 - 13
Traditional Group

(n=17)

Weeks 8 -13
Online Group

(n=16)

Week 7
Assigned to groups

Week 8
“The split”

Weeks 14-15
Traditional Classroom



Research Questions:Research Questions:

1.1. Did students learn more Did students learn more 
selected unit content in the selected unit content in the 
traditional classroom or traditional classroom or 
online?online?

2.2. Was student exercise selfWas student exercise self--
efficacy affected more as efficacy affected more as 
of a result of participation of a result of participation 
in the selected units in the in the selected units in the 
traditional classroom traditional classroom 
instruction or online instruction or online 
instruction?instruction?

3.3. Did students become more Did students become more 
physically active as a result physically active as a result 
of participation in the of participation in the 
selected units of traditional selected units of traditional 
classroom instruction or classroom instruction or 
online instruction?online instruction?

4.4. Which method of instruction Which method of instruction 
in the selected units was in the selected units was 
more time consuming for more time consuming for 
the student, traditional the student, traditional 
classroom instruction or classroom instruction or 
online instruction?online instruction?

5.5. How was instructor How was instructor 
experience different in the experience different in the 
selected units when selected units when 
teaching them in the teaching them in the 
traditional classroom traditional classroom 
compared to teaching compared to teaching 
online?online?

6.6. What was the opinion of the What was the opinion of the 
online students about their online students about their 
online experience while online experience while 
learning the selected units learning the selected units 
versus their experience in versus their experience in 
the traditional classroom?the traditional classroom?
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ResultsResults
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Question 1Question 1 Did students learn more selected unit content in the Did students learn more selected unit content in the 
traditional classroom or online?  traditional classroom or online?  

Weeks 8Weeks 8--13*13*
Assignment gradesAssignment grades

–– Online group > Traditional Online group > Traditional 
group**group**

Exam 2Exam 2
–– Online group > Traditional Online group > Traditional 

groupgroup
–– Online felt they had studied Online felt they had studied 

harder and actually read the harder and actually read the 
text during the splittext during the split

Overall final gradesOverall final grades
Online group > Traditional Online group > Traditional 
groupgroup

–– Group average 91.07 vs. 88.20Group average 91.07 vs. 88.20
–– 9 A’s vs. 6 A’s

Online group said they Online group said they 
were more academically were more academically 
focused onlinefocused online
Online group did better Online group did better 
throughout the coursethroughout the course

Possibly due to previous Possibly due to previous 
university experience***university experience***
Claimed to be more Claimed to be more 
independent learners****independent learners****

9 A’s vs. 6 A’s
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Physical Activity Physical Activity (Questions 2 & 3)(Questions 2 & 3)

The online group showed a slight increase in selfThe online group showed a slight increase in self--regulatory regulatory 
selfself--efficacy, indicating an increased confidence in their ability efficacy, indicating an increased confidence in their ability 
to overcome exercise barriers.to overcome exercise barriers.
Exercise selfExercise self--efficacy and actual physical activity levels (METS) efficacy and actual physical activity levels (METS) 
was greater for the online group throughout the course.was greater for the online group throughout the course.
The traditional group showed an increase in the amount of The traditional group showed an increase in the amount of 
physical activity (METS) from week 1 to 14 (ACLSPAQ), physical activity (METS) from week 1 to 14 (ACLSPAQ), 
however, the increase was minimal when specifically looking at however, the increase was minimal when specifically looking at 
their activity levels during the split (GLTEQ).their activity levels during the split (GLTEQ).
The online group reported a slight decline in physical activity The online group reported a slight decline in physical activity 
from week 8 to 14, however, they attributed this decline to from week 8 to 14, however, they attributed this decline to 
exams, school breaks and completion of sports seasons.exams, school breaks and completion of sports seasons. Two Two 
students did attribute the decline to not having to walk to classtudents did attribute the decline to not having to walk to class.s.



Question 4 Which method of instruction in the selected units was more time Which method of instruction in the selected units was more time consuming for consuming for 
the student, traditional classroom instruction or online instructhe student, traditional classroom instruction or online instruction?tion?
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Question 5 How was instructor experience different in the selected units whHow was instructor experience different in the selected units when en 
teaching them in the traditional classroom compared to teaching teaching them in the traditional classroom compared to teaching online? online? 

Advantages of OnlineAdvantages of Online
ConvenientConvenient
Easy to communicate to all Easy to communicate to all 
students in class via Blackboard students in class via Blackboard 
5 (BB) announcements5 (BB) announcements
Updates and important Updates and important 
information available to students information available to students 
from any computer with Internet from any computer with Internet 
connectionconnection
Quiz feature on BB was useful Quiz feature on BB was useful 
for providing immediate for providing immediate 
feedback to studentsfeedback to students
Discussion BoardDiscussion Board——record of record of 
discussion and students who discussion and students who 
don’t always speak up in class don’t always speak up in class 
were active in discussionwere active in discussion
Smaller class sizes allowed for Smaller class sizes allowed for 
more interaction in both groups

Disadvantages of OnlineDisadvantages of Online
More time consumingMore time consuming

20 hrs+ vs. 520 hrs+ vs. 5--7 hrs/week*7 hrs/week*
Challenges of collecting Challenges of collecting 
assignmentsassignments

Time consuming Time consuming 
BB BB vsvs email attachmentsemail attachments
Hardcopies from BB were Hardcopies from BB were 
considerably largerconsiderably larger
Unable to convert BB Unable to convert BB 
“quizzes” into Word “quizzes” into Word 
document for storage or document for storage or 
printingprinting

more interaction in both groups
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Question 6 What was the opinion of the online students about their online eWhat was the opinion of the online students about their online experience while xperience while 

learning the selected units versus their experience in the tradilearning the selected units versus their experience in the traditional classroom?tional classroom?

Post splitPost split
Both groups increased comfort Both groups increased comfort 
level with BBlevel with BB
Increased comfort with Increased comfort with 
threaded discussionsthreaded discussions
Enjoyed online instructionEnjoyed online instruction
More academically focused More academically focused 
online online 
Had to study harder and read Had to study harder and read 
the text (something they said the text (something they said 
they had not really done before) they had not really done before) 
in order to do well on in order to do well on 
assignments and exam 2 during assignments and exam 2 during 
the split

Initially Initially 
Concerned about Concerned about 

Missing information by not Missing information by not 
being in class for discussionsbeing in class for discussions
SelfSelf--motivationmotivation
Delay in getting answers from Delay in getting answers from 
instructor when needed (wait instructor when needed (wait 
for email response)for email response)

ExcitedExcited
Not have to come to Not have to come to 
class/campusclass/campus
Time to do physical activity Time to do physical activity 
during the day and schoolwork during the day and schoolwork 
at nightat night
Convenience and flexibility of Convenience and flexibility of 
when to “attend” class

the split

when to “attend” class
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ConclusionsConclusions
Offering selected units of ESS 220Offering selected units of ESS 220--06 online was an effective 06 online was an effective 
method for teaching this course based on academic performance.method for teaching this course based on academic performance.
Students were positive about the online portion of the course anStudents were positive about the online portion of the course and d 
felt they would take another course online if given the opportunfelt they would take another course online if given the opportunity.ity.
Physical activity was affected more in the traditional classroomPhysical activity was affected more in the traditional classroom
group BUT much this group’s physical activity level was lower group BUT much this group’s physical activity level was lower 
initially (ACLSPAQ traditional 45 METS vs. online 81 METS).initially (ACLSPAQ traditional 45 METS vs. online 81 METS).
Instructor felt teaching online was enjoyable and effective.  HeInstructor felt teaching online was enjoyable and effective.  Her r 
biggest concern was the increased amount of time involved in biggest concern was the increased amount of time involved in 
teaching the course.teaching the course.

Faculty load a potential concern. Faculty load a potential concern. 
Potential to reach a larger population by offering the course onPotential to reach a larger population by offering the course online, line, 
and potentially help reduce the everand potentially help reduce the ever--growing number of adults growing number of adults 
who do little/no physical activity.who do little/no physical activity.
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Limitations        Future ResearchLimitations        Future Research
Small number (n) of Small number (n) of 
participantsparticipants
Intact classIntact class——not true not true 
random samplingrandom sampling
Questionnaires to measure Questionnaires to measure 
physical activity levels rather physical activity levels rather 
than actual fitness than actual fitness 
assessmentassessment
Not account for the Not account for the 
participants readiness to participants readiness to 
change (i.e. change (i.e. TranstheoreticalTranstheoretical
Model of Change)Model of Change)
No clear evidence whether No clear evidence whether 
or not these types of courses or not these types of courses 
elicit physical activity elicit physical activity 
changeschanges

Continue to explore how to Continue to explore how to 
effectively offer selected effectively offer selected 
units of this course and units of this course and 
other ESS/PE courses onlineother ESS/PE courses online
Larger nLarger n
True random sampling, if True random sampling, if 
possiblepossible
Offer the entire course Offer the entire course 
online vs. selected units of online vs. selected units of 
instructioninstruction
Fitness assessments Fitness assessments 
Utilize synchronous Utilize synchronous 
discussiondiscussion
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TerminologyTerminology
ACLSPAQ=Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study for Physical ACLSPAQ=Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study for Physical 
Activity Questionnaire; week 1 and 14 physical activity (PA) Activity Questionnaire; week 1 and 14 physical activity (PA) 
measuremeasure
GLTEQ=GLTEQ=GodinGodin LeisureLeisure--Time Questionnaire, week 8 & 14 PA Time Questionnaire, week 8 & 14 PA 
measuremeasure
MET= metabolic equivalent used to measure PA levels; higher MET= metabolic equivalent used to measure PA levels; higher 
MET = higher PA levelMET = higher PA level
Exercise selfExercise self--efficacy=one’s confidence in their ability to efficacy=one’s confidence in their ability to 
exercise for a specific time periodexercise for a specific time period
SelfSelf--regulatory selfregulatory self--efficacy=one’s confidence to overcome efficacy=one’s confidence to overcome 
specific barriers that might prevent them from exercisingspecific barriers that might prevent them from exercising
MOO=multiMOO=multi--user, objectuser, object--oriented learning environment oriented learning environment 
(synchronous) (synchronous) 
Blackboard 5=comprehensive eBlackboard 5=comprehensive e--learning software platform for learning software platform for 
course management.course management.
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Synchronous DiscussionSynchronous Discussion
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MOOMOO

MOO (multipleMOO (multiple--user domain, objectuser domain, object--
oriented) is textoriented) is text--based virtual reality based virtual reality 
softwaresoftware
Allows multiple users to connect via the Allows multiple users to connect via the 
Internet to a shared database of rooms Internet to a shared database of rooms 
and other objects and interact with each and other objects and interact with each 
other and the database in synchronous other and the database in synchronous 
time.time.
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MOOMOO

AdvantagesAdvantages
UserUser--friendlyfriendly

Faculty Faculty 
StudentsStudents

Synchronous discussion along with slide Synchronous discussion along with slide 
presentationpresentation
Free (hosted by University of Texas at Dallas)Free (hosted by University of Texas at Dallas)
LowLow--BandwithBandwith
CustomizableCustomizable
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ESS 341ESS 341——Physical Education for Physical Education for 
the Classroom Teacherthe Classroom Teacher

HHP Instructional Technology Innovations HHP Instructional Technology Innovations 
ProjectProject
Course involves a variety of group discussions Course involves a variety of group discussions 
on some controversial topicson some controversial topics——often students often students 
unwilling, uncomfortable or unable to unwilling, uncomfortable or unable to 
participate in faceparticipate in face--toto--face discussion. face discussion. 
Hoped using MOO would enhance small Hoped using MOO would enhance small 
group discussion by overcoming these group discussion by overcoming these 
“barriers” and better prepare the class for “barriers” and better prepare the class for 
further discussion of the topics and related further discussion of the topics and related 
materials in the traditional class settingmaterials in the traditional class setting
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Course DesignCourse Design

Students meet in the classroom Students meet in the classroom 
(gymnasium) for lectures, discussions, (gymnasium) for lectures, discussions, 
activities and teaching (peers and activities and teaching (peers and 
elementaryelementary--aged children).aged children).
Students assigned readings for small Students assigned readings for small 
group discussions.  Following the small group discussions.  Following the small 
groups, students “share” their groups, students “share” their 
discussions with the class.discussions with the class.
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ChallengesChallenges
Initially students need time to learn how to Initially students need time to learn how to 
navigate and utilize MOO effectivelynavigate and utilize MOO effectively

InIn--class meeting in computer lab to allow for class meeting in computer lab to allow for 
questions as go through a mock MOO sessionquestions as go through a mock MOO session
After 2After 2ndnd meeting most students felt fairly meeting most students felt fairly 
comfortable with the actual workings of MOOcomfortable with the actual workings of MOO
Guide for beginners on websiteGuide for beginners on website

Students occasionally had difficulty accessing Students occasionally had difficulty accessing 
from home from home (i.e. they did not know about firewalls and/or (i.e. they did not know about firewalls and/or 
forgot their passwords)forgot their passwords)

Possibly a little more time consuming Possibly a little more time consuming 
preparing for the course initially since you preparing for the course initially since you 
must post your slides to the webmust post your slides to the web
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Positive OutcomesPositive Outcomes
Instructor felt the discussion was much more in Instructor felt the discussion was much more in 
depth when the students were in small groups online depth when the students were in small groups online 
vs. similar facevs. similar face--toto--face (f2f) discussionsface (f2f) discussions
Instructor had a transcript and summary of all that Instructor had a transcript and summary of all that 
transpired in the discussion group as compared to transpired in the discussion group as compared to 
monitoring small groups in a f2f setting (also monitoring small groups in a f2f setting (also 
available to classmates)available to classmates)
Students who were unable to attend session could go Students who were unable to attend session could go 
back and read transcript and view slides (links are back and read transcript and view slides (links are 
included in the transcript)included in the transcript)
Students felt they were more willing to comment Students felt they were more willing to comment 
“behind” their computer screen & also could make “behind” their computer screen & also could make 
comments as compared to f2f when one person may comments as compared to f2f when one person may 
dominate the conversationdominate the conversation
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SuggestionsSuggestions
Make most slides available prior to course Make most slides available prior to course 
meeting so students can review and also have meeting so students can review and also have 
available when they leave the main classroomavailable when they leave the main classroom
Meet class in computer lab for mock MOO Meet class in computer lab for mock MOO 
session alleviate some problems with using session alleviate some problems with using 
MOOMOO
Save and post transcripts so students can Save and post transcripts so students can 
access in the futureaccess in the future
Very effective for small groups, do not try to Very effective for small groups, do not try to 
use for entire group discussionsuse for entire group discussions——can’t keep can’t keep 
up with all of the commentsup with all of the comments
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TerminologyTerminology
ACLSPAQ=Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study for Physical ACLSPAQ=Aerobics Center Longitudinal Study for Physical 
Activity Questionnaire; week 1 and 14 physical activity (PA) Activity Questionnaire; week 1 and 14 physical activity (PA) 
measuremeasure
GLTEQ=GLTEQ=GodinGodin LeisureLeisure--Time Questionnaire, week 8 & 14 PA Time Questionnaire, week 8 & 14 PA 
measuremeasure
MET= metabolic equivalent used to measure PA levels; higher MET= metabolic equivalent used to measure PA levels; higher 
MET = higher PA levelMET = higher PA level
Exercise selfExercise self--efficacy=one’s confidence in their ability to efficacy=one’s confidence in their ability to 
exercise for a specific time periodexercise for a specific time period
SelfSelf--regulatory selfregulatory self--efficacy=one’s confidence to overcome efficacy=one’s confidence to overcome 
specific barriers that might prevent them from exercisingspecific barriers that might prevent them from exercising
MOO=multiMOO=multi--user, objectuser, object--oriented learning environment oriented learning environment 
(synchronous) (synchronous) 
Blackboard 5=comprehensive eBlackboard 5=comprehensive e--learning software platform for learning software platform for 
course management.course management.
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